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^COMPOSITIONS OF COMPLETE k-UNIFORM HTFERGRAHiS INTO 
FACTORS WITH GIVEN DIAMETERS 
Pavel TOMASTA, Bratislava 
Abstract: The aim of this paper is to find an upper 
estimate for the minimal n (if it exists) with the property 
k that Kr is decomposable into factors with given diameters. 
It will be shown that this property is hereditary. 
Key words: Complete graphs, factor, diameter of graph. 
AMS: 05C35 Ref. 2.: 8.S3 
Introduction. The next considerations deal with k-uni-
form hypergraphs and give some generalizations of problems 
solved in t23 for graphs. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove: 
1» If a complete k-uniform hypergraph K£ with n verti-
ces can be decomposed into m factors with given diameters 
(k,n,m are positive integers) then for any integer N2rn the 
hypergraph Kg can be also decomposed into m factors with the 
same diameters. This is a generalization of Theorem 1 of T2]. 
2. An upper estimate for the minimal n with the proper-
k ty that K^ is decomposable into factors with given diameters. 
This is an analogue of Theorem 4 of C2]. 
At first we give some definitions. A hypergraph is .an 
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ordered pair of sets G « (?tH) where HcP(V) (the potenee 
of V)* Let k be a positiTe integer• The hypergraph G is 
said to be a k-uniform hypergraph if for each h e H we have 
I hi * k» For k .* 2 we obtain graphs• If the set H contains 
all the k-element subsets of V then G is said to be a comp-
k lete k-uniform hypergraph and we denote G by Kr where n s 
* IvI • The distance dn(xsy) of two vertices x and y in G 
is the length of the shortest path joining them• The diame-
ter of the hypergraph G is defined by 
d * sup d^Cx^y) • 
x»yc*V 
The factor of G is a subhypergraph of G which contains all 
vertices of G» For unknown concepts see Berge £13 # 
The general case* Let T^id^»<--2f •f<3m)
 = * De the 
smallest integer (if it exists) such that the hypergraph 
1C is decomposable into m factors with diameters d1>d2>*»» 
• ••-.d^. 
.Agreement; We shall say that K~ i s of type T (d l t d 2 » 
• ••,dm) i f i t i s decomposable into m factors with diameters 
1 * 2 s * * " * * a * 
The importance of the number F^d-^dg- •••»<*m) follows 
from 
Theorem 1: Let m, n and k £ 2 be posi t ive in tegers and 
l e t d-|f$2^•*•»££ b* positive integers or symbols oo • I f 
.rc(d-j>d2,#«-.jCL^) - n then for every integer N> n the comple-
k t e k-uniform hypergraph K^ can be decomposed into m fac tors 
with diameters d-^jdg,•••,dm» 
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Remark; We denote the diameter ©f a disconnected hy-
pergraph by the symbol oo • 
First we prove the following 
Lemma 1; Let 2__,k-*n be integers. Then the hypergratph 
K^ cannot be decomposed into more than (
 n
 ] factors with 
diameter d = 1. 
Proof of Lemma 1: Consider a factor of KT with diame- . 
ter one. Then every pair of its vertices belongs to at least 
one e4ge« There are fS\ pairs of vertices and every edge con­
tains (2) pairs of vertices. Consequently the number of ed-
gfes of this factor is at least 
(2) _ n(n-l) 
7E\ -Щ-TX * 
Thus for the number m-, of the factors of K£ with diameter d 
* 1 we have 
. 4-1 
1 n(n-l) 
k(k-l) 
* (k-2J * 
The proof is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 1: The induction on t wil l be used* 
Suppose d-, __• dg -s • • • -= dm# 
1°# The f i r s t s tep of induction i s evident: KT i s of 
type T (d-j,d2,».. fdm) by the assumption, 
2° , Let N^n and K^ be of type T^Cd^dg., • • . ,d a )» Our 
aim i s t o prove tha t K^+1 i s also of type -fi: (d-^dgf•••»d ta). 
Denote i t s ver t ices by 1,2,. .* fN,v. The hypergraph KjJ with 
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vertices 1 , 2 , . . . , N is of type T c ( d l f d 2 f « t
< a
m ) by
 t i i e induc-
tion hypothesis. Denote i t s factors with diameters d l f d 2 , # # # 
. . . f d m b y P l f P 2 M . . , F a . 
We shall construct the factors G l fG2 , .# # fGm of K j ^ as 
follows: 
(a) If he F^ then heG. for every i = l f 2 f . . . f m . 
k 
(b) Let p be an arbitrary but fixed vertex of K^ and 
let Px»P2"»***»pk-l b e vert*ces °£ &$ different from p. Then 
the edge -tvtPitP2****>Pk-l^ 6 Gi if> an<a only -^-iPtPpPsf* 
***>pk-l^€ Fi» f o r eTery * = lf2f •••,»• 
(c) If d-£ « 1 then therfe are exactily (kl2/
 e<*£es of ty-
pe . 4*fpf £2*^2***
 #,<1.fc--2 ̂  in the hypergraph K . ] ^ and by Lemma 
1 we can give into every factor with diameter one at least 
one edge of this type. The remaining edges can be given into 
any factor with diameter one. 
k 
(d) Assume d-̂ 2: 2. Let q be some fixed vertex of K^ and 
p+q . If { p f q f q l f q 2 f . . . f q k - 2 l 6 F i then - ( p f v , q l f . . . f q k . 2 l e 
e G.f i
 s l f 2 f # . # ,m # 
Now we prove that the factors %t^2 ,*#*»^m ^ l a v e diame-
ters d l f d 2 , . . . , d m f respectively. 
I . First we show that d ^ d ^ for every i = l ,2 f # # # f m 
where &? is the diameter of G-. 
The edges i v f p l f p 2 , . . . f p k - 1 5 e Ĝ.̂  and -CpfPlfP2f •*• 
• •• tP k . i J
6 *£ wil l be called "mutually correspondingM. .Ana-
logously for the edges -t v , p f q l f q 2 , . . . , q k _ 2 } and -fp fq fq l f 
q 2 , . . . , q k o} . Further we say that the vertex x i s "joined 
via p" with the vertex y if there exists an edge containing 
x and p and an edge containing y and p . 
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Let G. be an arbitrary factor and x, y be an arbitrary 
pair of vertices of &$+2.' If v^xt^ tnen %#(x,y)-6d^. Let 
now one of the vertices x, y be v. For example x =- v. If d.j* 
- CO then evidently d̂ .6 di. Thus it can be supposed &±< m . 
We shall distinguish two cases. 
!• y+p. Then there exists a chain connecting in F^ 
the vertices y and p. Take a shortest one. Let i p,plfp2,••• 
.-.yP^^ J be the last edge of this chain. Then from (b) it 
follows that the edge t v ^ J P ^ . - M P - ^ -" belongs to G^. 
Since 6V, (p.:,y)-£d.s - 1 for some j * 1,2,...,k - 1, we have 
<% ( v , y ) . ^ d i - 1 • 1 * d ^ 
2. y * p. If d^ = 1 then <3U (v,y) s 1, because some 
edge of type -i v,p,q1,q2»»**<l)c.2 ̂  belongs to G^ (it follows 
from (c)). 
If d* >1 then d^ (v,y)-£ 2. Thus d ^ d ^ and we proved the 
first part. 
II. We shall show that d ^ d ^ . Let d.̂  « oo and df---» 
- ^ 0 0 . Then we can find two vertices x,y4-v such that the-
re exists a chain x ^ ^ x - j ^ h ^ , . . . , ^ , . * ^ » y in G* but no chain 
joining x and y in F^. Every edge h ^ F ^ in this chain can 
be replaced by the "mutually corresponding" edge in F. ensur-
ing the joining between x and y. This is a contradiction to 
the assumption that there is no chain between x and y in F.. 
.Let now l-*- d.̂ -*-. oo . Then there exist two vertices x 
and y with the property d« (x,y) * d.?. Let x#,y*be the ver-
i x 
t ices from a shortest chain between x and y in Ĝ  which are 
"joined v i a v " and either <3L (x' ,y ' ) - 2 or dG (x ' ,y ' ) * 1. 
i i 
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Then x and y are "joined via pM by the chain of length eit-
her 2, if &a (x',y') = 2, or 1 if dQ (x',y') = 1 with "rnutu-
i i 
ally corresponding" edges in P^. Consequently, d G(x,y) * d^. 
Let now d^ « !• Prom the case I we have d̂ -£r d^ what imp* 
lies d/ a dj. » 1. 
Since d..£ d/ and d ^ d ^ we have d^ = d^ for every i = 
* l,2,#..,m and this completes the proof. 
Corollary 1: Let P1,P2,..#,Pm be factars of a decompo-
v 
sition of K. with diameters c.lfd2, **
m»^mf respectively. Then 
there exists a decomposition of Kr+- into factors G T , G 2 , *
#* 
• *• t®m w i ^ diameters d-,,dg,... ,d such that P-c G., 1 -=? ±£ m. 
Proof; It is evident. 
Decompositions with the diameter one. Theorem 1 does not 
ensure the existence of the number F^d-^dg,... ,<-L)« 0ur **& 
in this section is to ensure it in the case that at least one 
of the diameters is one. -
Lemma 2: Let Iks 3 he an integer. Then 
Pk(l,l) = k + 1 if k £ 5 and 
.^(1,1) =- k + 2 if k - 3, 4. 
Proof: If k » 3 then we consider KjL Let G-, contain the 
edges 41,2,3$, 41,2,4}, 41,3,5}, 42,4,5}, 43,4,5£ and G2 con-
tain all the remaining edges. Then evidently both of them ha-
ve diameters equal to one. 
We show that P^(lfl)>4. Consider a decomposition of K: 
into two factors G^ and G2 with diameters equal to one. Since 
G, has the diameter one it must contain at least three edges. 
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Hence G2 contains only one edge. Thus % £ * °°
 and ^(l*3*)/ 
>4. 
If k = 4 then let Q± * U±9292,4h *1|2|5,61 ,{3,4,5,6/
? 
and G0 be its complement. Evidently d/a
 a % ~ 1« 
* wl ^2 
Now let F4 (1,1) .4 5. Then one of the factors Ĝ ^ and % 
contains two or less edges* Hence it cannot have the diains** 
ter one. 
If k>5 then let G r « 441,2,. ..fk}f -ilf2f •••fk - l,k * lit 
-1:2,3,...jk + l}} and G2 be its complement. The factors G-^C^ 
have the diameters equal to one and the proof is finished * 
k - It will be said that a decomposition R of K+ has the 
property (P) if each factor of R covers all vertices of K^# 
We shall prove some trivial but useful statements for 
our further considerations* 
Lemma 3- let n>l be integer and t = 5.2*1" • Then ther£ 
exists a decomposition of K| into 2 n factors with property 
(P). 
Proof: If n = 1 then t - 5 and K? can be evidently de-
composed into two factors with the property (P). If n_r 2 then 
2 ,-Jti—1 t is even and there exists a decomposition of K^ into %2r 
- 1 1-factors. Since 5.2n - l > 2 n the proof is finished. 
Corollary 2: Let n.> lf k>2 be integers and t » 
= (k + 2)2n • Then there exists a decomposition with property 
(P) of K*"1 into 2 n factors. 
The proof follows immediately. 
Theorem 2; Let m and k£ 3 be integers. Then 1^(1) ex-
ists and < # 
.C(l)^ Ck + 2)2 2 
m 
x 
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Proof: We shall show that F* (1) exists and F* (1) .*& 
2* 2 n 
s£(k + 2)2n"1 for every integers n > l and k>3. The induction 
on n will be used. 
1°. Let n » 1. Then from Lemma 2 
i|(l)^k + 2 • (k> 2)2°. 
2°. Suppose F* (l)£(k + 2 ) 2 n - 1 . , Put t • (k + 2)2n~1 
2" 
and consider KJ^ with the vertex set V * V^U V2
 s < 11* 21 , # # # 
...,t1}U^l2t22,...tt2J . Let 4 T^T 1,...,^? and 4T|,T|, 
...jT^J be decomposition with property (P) of the hypergraph 
2r 
if*1 with the vertex set V^ and V2, respectively. Such decoa-
positions are warranted by Corollary 2. 
Let ccx = (^,2^..;,^)^ and ccz * (l2,22t...,(2n)2) 
be permutations. % the induction assumption the hypergraph 
k 
Kr with the vertex set V-̂  and V2, respectively can be decom-
posed into 2 n factors with diameters equal to one. Denote the-
se factors by P^ and F?t j =- l,2t...t2
n. 
Now we shall construct the decomposition of IcL into 2 n 1 
factors with diameters equal to one. 
(1) If 4 (Y 1) , (v2) ,. ,* f (v^j) J e. 3f| then 
4(v-t) ,(v9) ,...,(vv T) , (*4(i)) I € G^.. 1 1 d 1 *~x 1 * 2' , 3 
If 4 (vx) , (v2) ,..., (vk-1) J 6 T? then 
•((v.) ,(v?) ,...t(vv ,) t (oc^(i)) }€ (J? x 2 ^ g
 JC"1 2 1 J 
for every l ^ i - ^ , l ^ j . ^ 2 1 1 . 
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(2) If -((• ,) , (vP) » . . . , ( v v , ) l € T?* then 
x 1 * 1 K x 1 -1 
<{ (v-̂ ) , (v 2 ) , . . . , ( v k - : L ) , s 2 ^
6 0 i* 
o 
If-{(v-^ » ( V 2 ) >
###>^Tk-l^ * € T i t l i e n 
for every 2 n<s£t, l^i-^2n. 
(3) If heF^ then heG^ and 
J J 
if h 6 T\ then h e G? for every 1_£ j £ 213. 
(4) All the remaining edges can be added into an arbit-
rary factor. 
Now it will be verified that the diameters of the fac-
tors G"£ and G^ are equal to one. Let Q+ be an arbitrary of 
J J J 
them. 
(i) If a, ,b,6 7 then there exists i such that 
4 a-f ̂ .(x.,) ,Cx2) f . . . , ( x k _ 3 . ) $€ T̂ " for some x1,x2,##. 
...,xk^# Since (1) holds we have for s *oc ̂ (i): 
4a1,b1,(x1) ,tx2) ,...,(xk_3) , S 2}cGJ # 
Thus the distance between a^ and b-* ia equal to one. 
(ii) If a^c V^ and b2-« Vg, then two cases are possible. 
1. 1_~ b*£2n# Then there exists i. oc^(i) =* b,? From the 
property (p) it follows that there exists 
4 &l, (x^) f (Xg,) ,..., (x^^ ^ £ Ti * o r s o m e xl,x2* * • • 
•••>x3c-2* s--nce (1) holds we have 
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-ia1,(x1) .(x^) ,...,(xk-2) 9bzl eG
1^ 
Thus the distance between a-̂  and b.^ is equal to one. 
2. 2n< b^t. Prom the property (P) we have that there 
exists 
4ai(x1) »(x£) f...,Cx-£^2) }e T^ for some
 xi» x2-^ •tx]c-2* 
Since (2) is t rue we obtain. 
•ia-ptx-^ f(xg) * . . . , ( x^^ ) > D 2 ^ € G i # 
Thus the distance between a^ and bp i s equal to one. 
2 ( i i i ) I f ag.bAeVp then there exis ts in F^ some edge 
which contains both of these ve r t i ce s . Since (3) holds th i s 
edge is also in On* Tbua the distance between a.2 snd b« i s 
equal to one. 
2 
The ver i f ica t ion for the factors G. can be made analo-
u 
gously. 
We showed that P^+1(l)-= (k + 2)2** and the induction is 
completed., Put q "-llcg^ »3 • Since Im(l)^iT(l) the proof is 
finished. 
Lemma 4: Let m £ 2 , k>3 and l^d-j^dg,...,©^ be integers. 
If F^d^dg,*..,©^,!) exists then 
l 3 ^ + l>d2>d3,...,dm,l)^.f
|k(d1,d2f...fdm,l) + k - 1. 
Proof: Put t « F^Xd-^^dg,•••|dm,l) and consider a decom-
position of KT with the vertex set 4 • 1 > v 2 > . # # , v t J in to f a c -
tors Fi>F2>#**fFm+l ^ " ^ d i a m e t e r s e < *^a l t o ^ i t ^ ^ * * * ^ * J 
respectively. Add the vert ices y^y^f ••• rf^-l t o ^ v 
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Now we shall construct a decomposition of ̂t+v. «. into 
factors Gi»G:2>##*,Gm+l witil diameters di + If^9^*0*0*^*1* 
respectively. 
Since the diameter of F-̂  is d-̂  there exist two verti-
ces v and v with dp (vp»vQ)
 = d-i* % Theorem 1 there ex-
ists a decomposition of ̂ t+^.n into factors HpHg,•••,HL+* 
with diameters d^ fd2f •••><3a>l> respectively. Consider accu-
rately this decomposition. Moreover, using Corollary 1 we 
have F^c H^ for every i = l,2,...fm + 1. 
Now put G = H x for every 2£ x^m except such x0#-l for 
which 4 vptyT^y^*** *»^k-l ̂  6 ^x * 
Let G-, contain the factor F^ and the edge kv<p*$%*&2*m*m 
• • • »yk-l ̂  * "k6* Gm+1 contain the factor HL4.1 an^ *®* e% e s 
from H-, - F-,. Let G x = H x - 4YT>,ah,y2* —•tyj-.i? * 
0 0 v 
The diameter of G-» i s equal to d-̂  + 1, because d^ £yfc-x*Ta^s 
= &x + 1 . 
I t i s easy to see that the factors QitGo*****^m*ml ^0Tm 
the required decomposition of - ^ ^ . T and th i s completes the 
proof. 
Theorem 3 : Let m,k£3 f l . £ d - t - d g , . . ^ ^ be integer* and 
at .least one d* = 1. Then • 
(N) F k ( d 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ) £ E * ( i ) + tk - 1 ) ^ (dd - i ) . 
Proof: From Theoram 2 i t follows that I*( l ) ex i s t s . 
Then by Lemma 4 F^(d-^-dg, . . . , 6^ ) ex is t s , too. The inequali-
ty (N) follows immediately from Lemma 4 and the proof i s 
compile ted . 
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The upper estimate of the number .r (d l f ^ 2 f . . . f d ) can 
be improved for some values of parameters d^fdg,##,9ii 9in# 
Theorem 4: Let k 2 3 f q ^ 3 f q-crm, 2^-d-^ ••• -£d be in-
tegers and d 0 + 1 = dQ+2
 s . . . * o^ » 1. Then 
F k (d l f d 2 , . . . f 6^) .4max^F
2 (d 1 ,d 2 f . . . f d q ) f 5 * ^ ( 1 ) , a - q)J+ 
+ max4(k - 2)dqf 3(m - q)} . 
Proofs- Put i^ = max *(F2(dlfd2f...fd ) f F£ (l),m - qj 
and 0.2 - max 4 (k - 2)d f 3(m - q)J • 
Let M., and Mg be sets of cardinality m^ and m 2, respec*-
tively. Lemma 2 of 133 implies that there exists a decomposi-
tion of K2 with the vertex set M-̂  into factors FlfF2,..»,F 
with diameters dlfd2,...fd . Now we shall construct the fac-
tors ̂ fOg,,...^ of the hypergraph K* with diameters 
1 ̂ 2? 
^Xt^f» fd • 
Choose from ̂  any (k - 2)6^ vertices v*|f l . £ j _ £ k - Z$ 
li-i^d f l ^ r ^ q . Let ^ and y r be vertices of M-̂  such that 
dir
(3Cr»3rr) = V 
1. If the edge - (a .b je Pr and i f dF (xr ,n) « dp (x r ,a)« 
r r 
» d then 4a fb fv| |vo: , . . . fva5"
23 € <*r. 
2 . If the edge 4 a , b } € Fp and if dp (xfb) * <% ( x ^ a ) * 
r r 
+ 1 * d then 4a f !^vJ f v | f . . f f v£*
2 } € Gr. 
3 . I f 4 x 0 , y 0 } € Fr i s some fixed edge and i f 
M3 = M2 - irl\ l ^ j ^ k - 2, 1 * 1 * ^ J 
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has cardinality I M^ I > k - 2 then 
i x0,yofvlfv2,...fvk-2ic Gr for every (k - 2)-tuple 
4 Vlf...,Vk_2 j€ My 
If | M 3 l = - s < k - 2 then 
4xofyofv1,v2f...,vafv|fvff...fv|""
2"'5i € Gr where 
4vlf...fvgi * My 
It is easy to see that the diameter of Gr is equal to 
d . For example d@ (vlfvi ) * d . 
T i* 
Now we shall construct the .factors G a + l fG +2i###f(j # Sing-
es ^m-q^1^111! there exist the factors -?q+1t *q+2f•••t
F
m °* 
K~ (on the vertex set M-) with diameters equal to one. Let 
4 ̂ Q+1>^q+2i#.*f--
,
mJ be a decomposition with the property (P) 
of the hypergraph K^J"^ith the vertex set M2# Such a decompo-
sitipn exists from Lemma 3# 
Let us have q + l . £ r . £ m . 
1. If he F r then h£ Gr. 
2. Let oc be a permutation on vertices Pi*^**tPmfmQ^M1 
with o6(p1) * p 2, oc(p2) « P3,..., *^P»-<j
J = *V 
** 4ylty2,.^»yk.1ie T£ then^^j.^jy^j, 
ocr(p±) i €Gr. 
3 . I f 4 y x f y 2 , . . . » y - ^ } c TT then 4 y 2 t y 2 * v •»Vk-i'
x * € 
€ Gr> where X€MX - 4p1tP2> .*» fPm-q } . 
$he remaining edges of K~ +m can be inserted into an 
arbitrary factor with diameter one. 
The factors G^t^*****^ ev~3ently form the required 
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decomposition of K^ + and th i s completes the proof. 
.The case m = 2 . In th is section there i s obtained a 
complete solut ion of the problem of decomposing complete k-
uniform hypergraphs into two factors with given diameters. 
Lemma 5: Let G be a k-uniform hypergraph with diameter 
d>.2. Then i t s complement G has the diameter 
dg 62 i f k * 3 and 
dg » 1 i f k 2 4 . 
.Proof: Let x and yA be vertices of G such that o o 
%fac0,y )•£ 2.. All the edges containing x0 and y0 belong to (J. 
Let x and y be arbitrary vertices of S. If ks.4 then there ex-
ists an edge in <f containing x0,y0,xsy. Thus dg(x,y) - 1. If 
k - 3 then <x fy,y J € G and ixo,x,y0 ? e G. Hence dg(x,y) £ 
6 2 and the proof is finished. 
Lemma 6: Let G be a 3-uniform hypergraph with diameter 
d>3. Then its complement 5 has diameter equal to one. 
Proof: Let -*o»y0 be vertices of G such that dG(x0,y0) > 
>3# Then let x, y be any pair of vertices in G. There evi-
dently exists a vertex zQ such that 4x,y,z0J & G# Hence 
4ac,y,z } « G and this completes the proof. 
These lemmas imply the following results: 
Theorem 5i 
1. I f &x = 1 and d2 « co , then J^Cd^d^) «- k . 
2. If• dx * 1 and dg -* 1, then .F
k(d1,d2) = k + 1 i f k > 5 , 
I* (d l f d 2 ) * k + 2 i f k « 3 ,4 . 
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3* I f d 2 = 1 and d2 = 2 f then F^Cdpdg) * k + l i f 
k > 4 f 
F k C d l f d 2 ) = 5 i f k = 3 . 
4* If d̂  = 2 and d2 = 2, then F (dlfd2) does not exist 
ifk>4f 
I^td^dg) = 4 if k " 3. 
5® I f dn2r2 and d 2 > 3 f then F ^ d p d g ) does not e x i s t * 
6« I f djL = 1 and 3-£d2«e CO f then 
v kd~ 
F & ( d l f d 2 ) = + l i f d2 i s ' e v e % •• " 
k k (d P + 1) 
F ^ ( d l s d 2 ) = = - i f d 2 - i s odd. 
Proofs We s h a l l denote the v e r t i c e s by na tu ra l s and the 
f a c t o r s of a decomposit ion by G* and G2® ' 
1* G, contaiiB £L ,2 9 , *» y k 3 and G2 i s empty* 
2 . I f fo l lows from Lemma 2* 
3# I f k £ 4 f then i t follows from Lemma 5 . 
I f k = 3 f t h e n ^ *4 . - i l f 2 f 3? f 4 i f 2 f 4 f f 4 l f 3 , 5 } f € 2 , 4 * 5 ? , 
{ 3 , 4 , 5 ? i - t l , 2 f 5 H • Put G2 = \ @ 
4* I f k 2:4, then i t follows from Lemma 5* 
I f k = 3 , then G1 « « t i l , 2 f 4 j f - J l f 3 f 4 H and G2 = G*r 
5 . I t fol lows from Lemmas 5 and 6* 
6 . I t d i r e c t l y fo l lows from the cons t ruc t ion of a cha in 
of l e n g t h equal t o d2« 
I t remains t o prove the exis tence of the number 
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F (d^t«»»1da) for arbitrary d - * , . . . , ^ and to give an upper 
estimate for t h i s . 
This problem i s partially solved i n [4] for the case 
m.>k. In [5 ] i t i s proved that i f m£k and 3 d1,d2,*»#,dm 
then such a number does not ex is t . 
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